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Janet Nohavec has built her reputation as a medium and as a teacher of mediumship on the respect

and integrity she gives to her work. In Where Two Worlds Meet, Janet shows you how to hone your

own mediumistic gifts by sharing her proven, systematic techniques for practicing evidential

mediumship-the most credible way to build a bridge between this world and the next. For Janet,

mediumship is sacred work that carries tremendous responsibility. In these pages she gives specific

instruction in how to change people's lives and bring comfort to those who are grieving with

evidential messages from the other side. Here you'll learn how to paint those who have crossed

over back to life, and after reading Where Two Worlds Meet, you won't settle for anything less than

a masterpiece in your mediumship.
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Janet Novahec is the real thing. In England spiritualist churches are much more common and

mediums give evidential information so that people understand that life is continuous and perhaps

bring a loved one through who wants to say "I'm sorry." This type of mediumship heals

relatioonships and lives. It's not about psychic predictions but much more valuable that when most

spiritualist churches in America offer. Wish I was able to train with Rev. Novahec

I would recommend this book to anyone who is considering becoming a medium.I'd break this book

into two parts: - becoming a medium - what to do if you want to give readings privately or publicly for

other peopleThe second part was especially informative - I haven't seen that much detail and advice

about doing readings for others.Her writing style is easy to read, like one of my other favorite



medium books: You are Psychic by Sophia Williams.

I have taken a course with Janet Nohavec and found this book to be a synthesis of what she

teaches in person. The benefit of this book is that it serves as a reference text and constant

refresher. The exercises are explained well and are effective. It's a good guide for psychic

development and has a no-nonsense approach, much the same as Janet. If you read Janet's

biography first, Through The Darkness, you'll have a much greater appreciation of this determined,

loving, honest, spiritual individual.

I'm a professional teacher (who is also a medium) and I teach multiple mediumship classes every

semester. This book is one of the few that I recommend to all of my new students.

This is the book I've been seeking. I was aware of the spirits as a child, raised in the Mystical

Catholic Church believing in miracles and spirits, and developed as a seer in a spirit filled church as

the Prophet for 15 years. Now its all put together as to the how, and why with this clear and

comprehensive book. Whether a new awakening to the afterlife or a seasoned communicator with

discarnate spirits, this is an informative and totally clear book. For those that are advanced, it is

encouraging to continue on the path of mediumship. Anyone fascinated with Long Island Medium

will also benefit from a greater understanding of the source and path of such a gift if they read this

book. It clarifies many modalities and paths. A must read!

I love this book. Janet Nohavec has written everything I wanted to know about how to work on

developing evidential mediumship. Her writing style is easy to read. If you need questions answered

about mediumship this is the book for you.

What insight into the world of Evidential Mediumship. Ms Nohavec is a teacher and mentor to follow.

I am very happy I bought this book and look forward to finding more books in this venue. Janet

Nohavec will be visiting and teaching at our Spirit University in Sarasota FL this November and I am

so glad we got her book in time. Thank you Ms Nohavec for a wonderful look into the world of

Evidential Mediumship.Barbara Harrison

Outstanding book that offers great insight and practical advice to mediums seeking to expand their

practice or to just understand evidential mediumship better.
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